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Orlymanite, CaoMnrSisOr'(OH)6'2H2O,a new mineral from South Africa:
A link betweengyrolite-family and conventionalphyllosilicate minerals?
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Ansrru.cr
Orlymanite is a new mineral from the Wesselsmine, Republic of South Africa, which
is related to gyrolite-family minerals. It has spacegroup P3 or P3, with lattice parameters
a:9.60(2) and c : 35.92(10)A. Microprobe analysiswith HrO by the Penfieldmethod
gave SiOr 46.8, AlrO3 0.2, Fe,O, 0.8, MgO 1.6, CaO 21.6, MnO 19.7,Na,O 0.6, HrO
with Z : 5.
8.68, total : 100.0wt0/0.The tentative formula is CaoMnrSirOro(OH)6.2HrO,
The strongestlines in the X-ray powder diffraction pattern are(d, I / 1", hkt): 7.15, 70, 005
4.18,70, 200;3.60,100, 109,025,00,10;3.13,80, 210:'r.840,90, 10,19,409,235,ll,l8,
21,16,3t,r2.
Orlymanite occursas dark brown radial spheresembeddedin a massivelayeredmixture
of orlymanite and other phases.It has perfect {001} cleavage,hardnessapproximately 45, density 2.7-2.8 (meas),2.93 (calc)g/cmr. Optically, it is uniaxial, negative,with <o:
1.598,O: palebrown, E' : dark brown.
Orlymanite servesas a link betweengyrolite-family minerals that have the large,limiting
cation Ca in brucite-like sheetsand conventional phyllosilicates with small octahedrally
coordinated cations such as Mg. Orlymanite and other minerals such as stilpnomelane
have modulated structuresand contain cations of intermediate radius.

INrnooucrroN
An uncommon mineral from South Africa was called
to our attention by Joel Bartsch of Hilo, Hawaii. Our
preliminary investigation suggestedit was a new species,
and this was borne out by subsequentdetailed study. The
new speciesis named orlymanite in recognition of the
late Orlando Lyman, who founded the Lyman House Memorial Museum in Hilo, Hawaii; this new mineral was
part ofthe collection held there. The new speciesand the
name were approved by the Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names, I.M.A. Holotype material is
depositedin the Smithsonian Institution, under catalogue
numberNMNH 166368.

measured using heavyJiquid techniques, is variable;
measuredvalues range from 2.7 to 2.8 g/cm3, compared
with the calculatedvalue of 2.93 g,/cm3;the lower values
may be the result ofair trapped in the fibrous aggregates.
The hardness(Mohs) is approximately 4-5.
Optically, orlymanite is uniaxial, negative, with <.r:
1.598; e is undetermined owing to the extreme fibrous
shape of fragments. Orlymanite is pleochroic, with O :
pale brown, and,E (observableonly as E') : dark brown.

Occunnrxcn

Orlymanite has been found in only one specimen,labeled as being from the Wesselsmine in the Republic of
South Africa. There is no detailed information regarding
DnscmprroN
its specificgeologicoccurrence.
Orlymanite occurs as layers of dark brown, radiating,
Orlymanite occursas part of an assemblagethat resemtightly packed rosettesthat form spheres2-3 mm in di- bles a vein; the specimenis flattened and the mineralizaameter, or more irregular aggregatesresembling a bo- tion has a planar distribution. The assemblageis 1.5-2.0
tryoidal texture in cross section. Such material forms a cm thick, consisting of dark brown orlymanite spherules
discontinuous core of a specimenthat appearsto be from intermixed with a very light brown aggregateof micaa vein. In the aggregate,the orlymanite resemblesradial ceousgrains of impure orlymanite that resemblesbemenfibrous johannsenite in texture, but on a smaller scale. tite in physical appearance.Massive inesite and earthy
The luster is vitreous, the streak is light brown, and there hematite are sparselydistributed within this light brown
is no discernible responseto ultraviolet radiation. The material. Both surfacesof this assemblageconsist of the
fibrils are elongateon a, an uncommon orientation for a light brown material, abundant spherulesof inesite 1.0
hexagonalmineral; cleavageis perfect on {001} and easily cm in diameter, and minor calcite.
produced; incipient cleavagesare abundant. The density,
Back-scatteredelectron images and energy-dispersive
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Powder X-ray diffraction data for orlymanite
Diffractometer pattern.'
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Small grains were also observedthat gave rise to Mn, Cu
* Fe, and Cu * Fe * Zn as the only elementsdetectable
by EDS analysis.
EDS analyseswere also obtained by STEM (seebelow),
using an ion-milled sample.The sample consistedlargely
of layered, homogeneousorlymanite, but EDS analyses
also showed the presenceof a Ca- and Mn-rich phase
poor in Si, and a phasehaving major Al, Si, Ca, and Mn.
An X-ray diffraction pattern of the light brown phase is
very similar to that of orlymanite, but with some additional weak reflections,the most prominent of which has
d: 3.4 A. ttre relations collectively show that the light
brown phaseconsistsprincipally of orlymanite, but mixed
with other, unidentified minerals.
Cnvsrll-r-ocRAPHY

Even very small cleavagefragmentsof orlymanite gave
rise to single-crystalX-ray diffraction patternswith weak,
40(D) 2.545
diffuse, and ill-defined reflections. For example, reflections on Weissenbergphotographswere spreadup to 60'
40(D) 2.469
along c.,.Nevertheless,oscillating crystal and Weissenberg
10
2.210
photographsdid show that the Laue symmetry is 6/m or
3, with a:9.3 A. Non-ik0 reflectionswere so imperfect,
5(D) 2.123
with severestreaking parallel to c*, that it was not possible to determine a value of c with confidence,although
1.840
90
the data implied that c - 7 A or a multiple thereof. In
addition, the lattice was shown to be type 6P, as opposed
to 3R, the only other possibility given the Laue symmetry. A c-axis precessioncone-axis photograph displayed
1.619
no layer lines, but did give rise to diffuse streaks that
clearly displayed threefold symmetry.
In order to obtain well-defined 001 reflections, a powder diffractometer pattern was obtained by spreading
10
1.585
cleavagefragments on a glassplate, giving rise to a preferred orientation of(001). The resulting diffraction pattern displayed a rather striking and unique periodic series
of00l reflectionsconsistentwith c: 35.99(5)A (or 3 x
:
Note; D diffuse.
- Data obtained with a
35.99 A, if an extinction rule affects001reflections).The
Gandolfi camera with a diameter of 114.6 mm,
and Si standard,Fer(d(Mnjiltered) radiation.Intensitiesestimatedvisually. powder diffractometer data are listed in Table l.
" Data obtained with Philips diftractometer,CuKo, graphite monochroIn order to further define the diffraction relations, specmator, specimenspread as a slurry on a glass slide so that the preferred
imens were prepared for study by transmission electron
orientation gives rise only to 001reflections.
f Indices preferred by comparison with intense 001reflections of difmicroscopy. Both ion-milled samples and those with
fractometer oattern.
fragments spread randomly on holey carbon films
cleavage
f Indicespreferredby comparisonwith intensehK) reflectionsof precession photographs.
were used. The ion-milled sample was oriented so that
c* was normal to the electron beam, whereasholey carbon mounts preferentially gave rise to ftkOnets. The data
were obtained using a Philips CM 12 scanningtransmisX-ray analyseswere obtained using a polished thin sec- sion electron microscope (STEM) fitted with a Kevex
tion. The dark brown orlymanite was found to be ho- Quantum detector for energy-dispersiveanlaysis (EDA).
mogeneousin composition, but the light brown material Small crystallites gave rise to diffraction patterns having
was heterogeneous.Compositions varied betweenthat of sharp, well-defined reflections. Diffraction patterns oborlymanite and that of a Si-poor, Ca- and Mn-rich phase. tained with the beam parallel to c* were consistent with
The variation in composition suggestedinterlayering of 3 symmetry and verified that a :9.6 A. General and 001
two or more phasesat the limits of resolution (- I pm) reflectionsverified that c:36 A, with no 001extinctions.
of the methods. The boundary between the inesite and Lattice fringe images obtained with 001 reflections (Fig.
orlymanite had well-defined prismatic inesite crystalsex- l) have 36 A periodicity and are sometimes seen to be
tending into the massive orlymanite, consistent with a asymmetrically subdivided by weaker subfringes. Alvein assemblagein which inesite was an earlier phase. though no direct inferencesregardingthe structure can be
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Frg.2. Projectiononto (001)ofthe portionofthe reyerite
structurefrorn Z : -0.25 lo Z : 0.15, includingone of two
kinds of tetrahedralsheetsarticulatedto an octahedralsheet.
AfterMerlino,1988a.
ganite (Ivtn). Data were reduced using the Bence-Albee
procedures(Benceand Albee, 1968).
The HrO content was determined using 82.12 mg of
material. Because of the possible occurrence of HrO
trapped between fibers, special precautions were taken.
The sample was placed in a weighing bottle and dried at
100 'C for 2 h, after which it showed a weight loss of
Fig. 1. Latticefringe imageobtainedusing001reflections. l.16 wt0/0.After additional periods of drying and weighing, the final loss in weight at 100'C was 1.60wto/0.The
Fringeshaved:36 A, with weaksubfringes.
sample was next exposedto room air for 2 h and showed
a gain in weight of 0.55 wt0/0.It was once more dried at
drawn, the relations do imply that the c-axis period is
100'C and lost the 0.55 wtVomoisture absorbedduring
divided into two dissimilar units.
exposureto the atmosphere.This dried samplewas mixed
A powder diffraction pattern free ofpreferred orienta- immediately with a flux of lead oxide and lead chromate.
tion effectswas obtained by using a Gandolfi camera, a The HrO content was determined by the Penfield method
small number of crystallites, FeKa (Mn-filtered) radia- to be 8.68 wto/0.
tion, and Si as an internal standard. Data are in Table l.
The combined analysis yields SiO, 46.8, Al2O30.2,
Initial attempts at indexing were unsuccessfulbecauseof Fe,O, 0.8, MgO 1.6, CaO 21.6, MnO 19.7,NarO 0.6,
the large number of reflections resulting from the large HrO 8.68, total : 100.0wto/0.The unit-cell contents,calunit cell. However, many reflections could be unambig- culatedusing a density of 2.8 g/cm3,are: (Ca,r.rMn,roruously indexed using indices of intense frkO reflections Mgr.nNa".ro-Fet*o.r)2r,
23.29H2O.
uu(Sir,
66,410,e)>r7
850ttt 24from Olevel precessionand electron diffraction patterns, This is tentatively idealizedas CaoMn.SirOr0(OH)6.
2HrO,
and the intense 001 reflections of the difractometer pat- with Z: 5 as describedbelow.
tern. Least-squaresrefinement yields the lattice parameDrscussroN
ters a : 9.60(2) and c :35.92(10) A. ttre collectivediffraction data are consistentwith spacegroupsP-3and P3.
The unit-cell parameters of orlymanite are similar to
those ofthe gyrolite group, for which the structural relaCorrposrrrolq
tions were reviewed by Dunn et al. (1984) and more reOrlymanite was analyzed using an ARL-SEMQ elec- cently by Merlino (1988b). Gyrolite, reyerite, truscottite,
tron microprobe, utilizing an operating voltage of l5 kV,
fedorite, and minehillite, as well as the synthetic K- and
and a sample current of 0.025 ;rA, measuredon brass.A
Z-phasesare either hexagonal,trigonal or pseudotrigonal
wavelength-dispersivemicroprobe scanindicated the ab- in symmetry, with two lattice translations of approxisenceof other elements with an atomic number greater mately 9.7 A retated by an angle of approximately 120',
than 9, except those reported here. The standards used and a value of c ranging from l2 to 33 A. The largevalues
were hornblonde (Si, Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, and Na), and man- of c are causedbv a laveredstructure in which tetrahedral
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and octahedral sheetsare interlayered, as exemplified in This must bejudged only as a tentative formula, however,
Figure 2, where the schemeof articulation of a tetrahedral basedas it is on a number of assumptions.Nevertheless,
sheet and an octahedral sheet are illustrated. The octa- it must be close to the true formula; it distinguishesorhedral sheetsare brucite-like, but with Ca as the octa- lymanite from other minerals, and it definesa clear and
hedral cation. Singletetrahedral sheetshave composition simple composition.
The structuremust be different in detail than the simple
Siro2o,the composition of a tetrahedral sheet in simple
phyllosilicate structures. In gyrolite-family structures, model discussedabove, in which five tetrahedral sheets
however,not all tetrahedraarticulateto a singleoctahedral alternate with five octahedral sheets.Sucha structure would
sheet;as shown in Figure 2, the verticesof sometetrahedra be expectedto display a subperiodicity of c/5 and no such
are reversed, giving rise to linkage to octahedral sheets relation is observed. Indeed, the diffractometer pattern
both above and below the tetrahedral sheet.Two sheets implies a weak subperiodicity of c/2. In addition, the
can also be cross-linkedto give rise to a double tetrahedral lattice-fringe images imply a lack of a simple tetrahedral
layer of composition Sir6or8.HrO, or large cations such * octahedralunit which would have a spacingof36/5:
as K, can occupy voids within double tetrahedral sheets, I .2 A arrdshow the presenceof two subunits having difor expandablelayers consisting of HrO coordinating Ca ferent spacings.The occurrenceofHrO as required by the
or Na may be inserted betweendouble tetrahedral layers, formula is also problematical, in that HrO occurs either
in cavities within a double tetrahedral sheetor in an exas in gyrolite (Merlino, 1988b).
pandable sheetarticulated with two tetrahedral sheetsin
for
shows
orlymanite
Calculation of unit-cell contents
that there are 31.7 Si, 0.2 Al, and 35.7 largecations(Ca, gyrolite-type structures.The presenceofthe latter unit in
Fe, Mg, Mn, and Na) per unit cell. A single trioctahedral orlymanite causesthe value of c to be significantly in
layer of gyrolite-family minerals 9.7 x 9.7 A contains excessof 36 A. All of the models hypothesized for the
sevencations. If it is assumedthat the layeredorlymanite orlymanite structure that are based exclusively on gyrolstructure contains similar units, the cell contents are con- ite-structure relations also appearto be inadequatein desistentwith five such units. Similarly, five tetrahedrallay- tail.
A structure having the appropriate c-axis repeat (36 A)
erswould give rise to 40 tetrahedrallycoordinatedcations.
and
chemistry can be derived with a simple variant on
+
Al
by
2.3
atoms,
This number exceedsthe available Si
a difference that appears to exceed the probable error. gyrolite-family structure relations, however. A structure
Nevertheless,the predicted and observednumbers of tet- consisting of a double tetrahedral sheet, four octahedral
rahedral cations are similar enough to conclude that the sheets,and three single tetrahedral sheetswould have a
analogyis a sensibleone. In part becauseother tetrahedral value of c of approximatety31.5 A. Insertion of a single
cell contents give rise to unacceptablycomplex formulae brucite-like layer with OH ions coordinating Mn or Ca
in combination with 35 octahedralcations,the tetrahedral would give rise to the observedrelations. Sucha structure
cell contents are set to 40 atoms, with the admonition is entirely hypothetical,but it doesreflectthe closerelation
existing between gyrolite-family structures and those of
that the number is a tentative one.
The number of O atoms required of five tetrahedral the phyllosilicates, as discussedin the next section.
sheetsis 100, but if two sheetsare polymerized to form
RELATIoNS
Gvnor,rrrlpHyl-r,osrr,rcATE
a double tetrahedrallayer, as in reyerite (Merlino, 1988a),
(1953)
showed that the
originally
Taylor
Mackay
and
Up
to
two
is
decreased
by
two.
the number of O atoms
such pairings are possible among five tetrahedral sheets. structure of gyrolite is layered and that it is analogousto
The number of tetrahedrally coordinating O atoms can those of the phyllosilicates. Merlino (1988b) further emtherefore be 100, 98, or 96. Charge balance is achieved phasized the relation between gyrolite-family and phylby OH ions in sheetsthat coordinate the large cations, losilicate structures. Guggenheim and Eggleton (1987)
principally Ca. Double tetrahedral sheets are very un- subsequentlysummarized relations for layered structures
likely, however, as the cell contents clearly imply equal in which the octahedralcations are so large as to give rise
numbers oftetrahedral and octahedralsheets,and double to a misfit that prevents articulation with a tetrahedral
tetrahedral sheetscausethe loss ofan octahedralsheetin sheet as found in ordinary phyllosilicates. The misfit is
the stacking sequence.Other structure relations are pos- accommodated through modulation of the tetrahedral
sible of course,and some are discussedbelow. However, sheets,which Guggenheimand Eggleton(l 987, I 988) refor the purposesof deriving a simple, reasonableformula, fer to as a "periodic perturbation" that may involve rethe number of O atoms was tentatively set to 100. The H versal in the direction of silica tetrahedra.Ca is generally
content was then divided betweenOH andHrO, with the excluded from both ordinary phyllosilicates and modunumber of OH chosento provide chargebalance.Lastly, lated 2:l-layer silicates, as its radius is even larger than
the numbers of Ca and Mn atoms correspond approxi- those ofoctahedral cations found in the modulated strucmately to four and three per cell, respectively.The formula tures, but Mn may be accommodatedin some structures.
has been written to emphasizethose numbers, based on Gyrolite-family phasesall have only Ca as the cation in
a possibility of ordering, as is common among other the brucitelike layer. The presenceof the smaller Mn2*
(Ca,Mn) minerals, specifically in the associatedinesite. cations in the gyrolite-relatedstructure of orlymanite sugThe formula thus derived is CaoMnrSirOr0(OH)6'2HrO.gestsa more generalrelation between phyllosilicates and
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the gyrolite family, basedin part on the relation between
cation radius and structuretype describedby Guggenheim
and Eggleton(1987, 1988).
Ordinary 2:l and l: I phyllosilicates such as micas and
serpentine-family minerals have structuresbased on tetrahedral sheetsthat consist of linked six-memberedrings.
All apical verticespoint in a singledirection and are shared
with octahedral sheets,giving rise to articulation of the
octahedral and tetrahedral sheets.The linked six-membered rings form chains that are parallel to linked octahedra. In l:l trioctahedral phyllosilicates,the ratio oftetrahedral to octahedral cations is 4:6. In gyrolite-family
structures,octahedrallycoordinatedCa is so largethat the
kind of articulation found in common phyllosilicatescannot occur. Figure 2 shows, however, that the tetrahedral
sheet maintains its basic topology. Articulation occurs,
despitethe misfit, through three mechanisms:(l) reversal
of the apices of some tetrahedra (as in modulated structures) so that a given tetrahedral sheet is articulated to
octahedral sheetsboth above and below, (2) rotation of
individual tetrahedra about an axis normal to the layers,
with resultant loss of ideal sixfold symmetry, as shown in
Figure 2, and (3) relative rotation ofthe tetrahedral and
octahedralsheetsabout the c axis, with rows of six-membered rings then not being parallel to linked octahedra,as
shown in Figure 2. The ratio of tetrahedral to octahedral
cations is 8:7, even though the trioctahedral and tetrahedral sheetseach has the same topology as the correspondingunits in ordinary phyllosilicates(exceptthat apicesofhalfthe tetrahedraare reversed);that is, the number
ofoctahedral cations decreasesfrom 12, as in micas, to
7 per 8 tetrahedral cations.
Guggenheimand Eggleton(1987, 1988) showed that
the modulated phyllosilicates are characterizedby octahedral cations that are larger than those in nonmodulated
phyllosilicates. The resulting misfit between octahedral
and tetrahedral sheetsis accommodatedthrough reversal
of apical directions of some tetrahedra, as in gyrolitefamily minerals, but also by modulation of the normal
linkageof the six-memberedrings of the tetrahedralsheets.
For example, in zussmanitesix-memberedrings of tetrahedra are interlinked by three-memberedrings. The modulated tetrahedral sheet therefore has very different dimensionsthat permit articulation to the octahedralsheet.
Guggenheimand Eggleton(1988) further noted the relation of gyrolite-group structures to those of modulated
phyllosilicates; they noted that the analogy to phyllosilicatesis limited becauseso few ofthe tetrahedrain a single
sheet (only 500/oof the sheet shown in Fig. 2) are linked
to the adjacent octahedral sheet.
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The relations describedabove imply that the extended
family of layer silicates is limited by small octahedral
cations suchas Mg or Al, permitting articulation as found
in micas or serpentine-family structures. Cations of intermediate size give rise to modulated structuresin minerals with these generalstructure features,whereasCa is
the cation with the largest radius, giving rise to gyrolitefamily structures.There is an analogousrelation among
the pyroxenesand pyroxenoids(Prewitt and Peacor,I 964).
In those structures the small cations such as Mg permit
simple articulation of single SiO, chains to rows of octahedra, giving rise to a chain with a repeat unit of two
tetrahedra.In pyroxenoids where Ca is the dominant cation (e.g.,wollastonite), the largecation causesarticulation
to be achieved only with a chain having a repeat of three
tetrahedra.Cations with radii smaller than that of Ca give
rise to articulated chains with repeats of 5 (3 + 2),'l (3
+ 2 + 2),...2(2 + 2 + 2. . .asinpyroxene).Orlymanite
may therefore be a link between conventional phyllosilicate and gyrolite-family minerals, with the relations between those two groups being analogousto those between
pyroxenesand pyroxenoids and basedon similar requirements of tetrahedral and octahedral articulation.
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